
Reliable waterproof dual camera, WiFi connection 
with smart devices, Mobile APP. (Android, iOS), GPS

CHANUN Motorcycle Camera

The True Blackbox (Motorcycle Camera)

Super clear HD front & rear camera system with waterproof and
recorder (DVR) designed exclusively for Motorcycle use.

REC 



Resolution - Front : HD, Rear : HD

Frame - HD+HD @30fps

Storage Device Micro-SD memory (16GB/ Max. 64GB)

G Sensor 3 Axis acceleration sensor (3D, 8G)

GPS External GPS receiver (Option)

Network USB type Wi-Fi dongle 

Video format MP4

Rated voltage DC12V / 24V

Operation temperature -20 ~ +75℃

Storage temperature -40 ~ +85℃

Record mode Continuous / Event / Manual record

Other
Audio guidance, Mic built-in
Security / Status LED / GPS LED

SPECIFICATIONS

SEMISOLUTION Inc. 
20F, Heungdeok UTOWER, 120, Heungdeokjungang-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea 
(16950)

KEY FEATURES

Super clear HD video quality
High quality HD CMOS sensor and video image 
compression technical chip
-  Provide vivid and realistic image day and night through optimized ISP technology.

Various recording mode
- Continuous record : Automatically starts recording when motorcycle starts up.
- Event record : Automatic event record upon an impact detection.
- Manual record : Record video and save the file into manual folder.

Excellent Video at 30 frames
Pristine video quality with Super clear HD 
(1280 x 720p) high resolution
- Record at 30fps without dropping a single frame. 

Latest high sensitive GPS (Option)
Adopted high sensitive GPS which improved the 
location error and system error.
- Provide accurate driving data such as location, speed, time, direction.

Waterproof camera for 
extreme outdoor activity
CHANUN ACE with waterproof camera lens captures your adventures 
when riding in heavy rain, storms, and heavy winds. No worrying about 
water getting inside or damaged.

High temperature protection function
High Temperature sensor autimatically protects 
the system and saved data.
-  Protect system and recorded video by stopping recording automatically 

when the motorcycle’s internal temperature is over certain temperature.

WiFi Connection function
Connect Smart device and motorcycle camera with WiFi
-  Enables to check real time view, recorded video and control 

motorcycle camera through Chanun mobile Application.

Designed exclusively for Motorcycle use
Installed under the seat or behind a protected compartment housing 
area without exposing to direct sunlight and high temperature.
- Only compact external waterproof cameras are installed at front and back.

132° Wide Angle View
132° angle view for CHANUN ACE
-  Provide with broad and enough angle to capture details of accident.

3 Axis G-Sensor
Sensitive motorcycle camera even for tiny impact
-  CHANUN motorcycle camera detects even tiny impacts by 
   3 axis G-Sensor, and records video immediately.

Federal Communications 
Commission Certification

Korea 
Certification mark

Communaut 
Emropeen Certification

※ The specifications are subject to change without prior notice for product improvement.

Smart phone 
Viewer

With Chanun mobile application, 
you can access to the recorded videos.
*   Mobile Application requirements : 
 Android 4.0 or higher, iPhone 5 or higher. 

CHANUN PC Viewer
Video program (for PC)

Simply replay the recorded 
video on computer 
through CHANUN PC viewer.


